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Executive Summary 
A total of 19 potential groundwater exploration targets have been identified along the 65km Option K 
Mulga Downs Project rail road alignment to the existing 165km chainage on the Roy Hill Project railroad.  
Groundwater exploration drilling, using small diameter conventional or RC air percussion drilling 
techniques, should be undertaken to a maximum depth of 60mbgl to determine the potential 
groundwater yield and water quality. The results of the drilling program will determine the sites for the 
drilling, construction and testing of production bores required to supply groundwater for the construction 
of the Mulga Downs rail alignment. 
 
Due to the location of the alignment within the topography and the geological sequence, individual bore 
yields are likely to be low to modest (1 - 5L/s). The supply of water for construction of the Mulga Downs 
rail road may need to consider several production bores at each water supply location, feeding to a 
central turkey nest dam and water cart gantry/pump station to meet short term demands during the 
construction period of the railroad.  
 
The area around “The Brook” bore, adjacent to the rail loop area, has the greatest potential for good 
water supply yields, and potentially could be considered for development of a small borefield to assist in 
the construction water supply and ultimately dust suppression for the infrastructure and loading  area. 
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1 Introduction 
Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd (HPPL) engaged Jurassic Groundwater to undertake a desktop 
hydrogeological review and a two-day field trip assessment to identify potential groundwater exploration 
drill targets along the proposed “Option K rail corridor alignment” for the Mulga Downs Project.  
 
The review includes: 

• a desktop review of existing information 

• a two-day field trip, 18-19 December 2017, to ground truth the accessible component of the rail 
corridor centreline 

• the collation and preparation of a summary report (this report)  
 
For the purpose of the review it has been assumed that the requirement for groundwater for the 
construction of the railroad alignment is water supply locations at roughly 8 to 10km spacing along the 
alignment, with a water supply at each location of around 10L/s feeding to a “turkey’s nest” and water 
cart fill up facility, based on a 24/7 operating basis. The duration of water supply requirement is like ly to 
relatively short, namely 1 to 3months duration. 
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2 Site Visit (18 - 19 December 2017) 
A visit to the Mulga Downs Project proposed rail alignment connecting the Project with the existing Roy 
Hill to Port Hedland rail road, was undertaken by Mr Chris Sullivan (HPPL) and Mr Gary Clark (Jurassic 
Groundwater) between the 18th and 19th December 2017.  

The site visit consisted of driving the alignment of “Option K”, using a 4WD vehicle, along the single 
pass, partially cleared centreline, where it exists and traversing the alignment using a handheld GPS 
through the accessible portion of the uncleared centreline.  

Two sections of the alignment were not visited during the site visit:  

• The northernmost 2.5km of the alignment, due to multiple active rail crossings (FMG and BHPB), 
and time restraints; and 

• A 9km section of Option K, between E45/4389 and E45/3593, in the centre of the alignment due 
to rugged terrain and access issues. 

The review of the proposed rail road alignment consisted of: 

• driving the alignment,  

• determining the likely underlying geological / hydrogeological environment, 

• evaluating the existing drainage lines along the alignment for potential recharge to the aquifer, 

• identifying existing groundwater bores along or nearby the alignment  

• selecting potential groundwater exploration drill sites (site locations were recorded using a 
handheld GPS) 
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3 Background 

3.1 Project Area 

The proposed 65km railroad alignment “Option K” between the Mulga Downs Project and the Roy Hill to 
Port Hedland rail road is presented in Figure 3-1. The proposed railroad is designed to be a spur line 
joining the existing Roy Hill to Port Hedland rail line at approximately chainage 185km. 
 
The alignment consists of a corridor approximately 1km wide, with a single pass cleared centreline track 
along approximately 50% of the southern section of the alignment. The remaining northern section of the 
centreline alignment is yet to be cleared. 
 
The proposed alignment crosses the Great Northern Highway and both BHP’s  Newman to Port Hedland 
and FMG’s Cloudbreak to Port Hedland railroads. 
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Figure 3-1: “Option K” Proposed Mulga Downs to Roy Hill Railroad Alignment  
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3.2 Geological Setting 

The geological setting of the “Option K” proposed rail road alignment is described going from the south 
west (near the Mulga Downs Project) to the north east (the junction with the Roy Hill Project railroad) . 
 
The alignment from the south to the north passes through the entire Fortescue Group sequence, striking 
roughly east-west and dipping gently in a southern direction, before encountering Archaean granites 
over the northern portion of the alignment.  
 
The general geology along the alignment starting from the Mulga Downs end of the alignment consists 
of: 

• 0 to 10km – Jeerinah Formation – shales and cherts 

• 10 to 10.5km – Woodiana Member – ?? 

• 10.5 to 24km – Maddina Basalt – basalt 

• 24 to 24.5km – Kuruna Member – basalt 

• 24.5 to 27.5km – Maddina Basalt – basalt 

• 27.5 to 58km – Tumbiana Basalt – basalt 

• 58 to 65km – Granite/Greenstone 
 
Outcropping geology exists along a considerable proportion of the alignment, with many areas 
consisting of sub-crop and shallow alluvium. This is true for much of the basaltic areas with cracking 
clays and rubble basaltic sub-crop very common. 
 
Drainage lines indicate some evidence of shallow recent alluvium/colluvium sediments.  
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Figure 3-2: Geological Map of Option K Rail Alignment 
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4 Water Exploration Drill Site Selection 
It has been assumed that the likely water demand for the construction and maintenance of water supply 
bores for the proposed railroad alignment will require a water supply at approximately 8 to 10km spacing 
along the alignment with a reliable source of around 10L/s at each location. Each construction water 
supply location could consist of a single bore or several low yielding bores delivering to a turkey’s nest 
dam and water cart gantry pump unit. 
 
Proposed drill site selection along the alignment was based on the following criteria:  

• The underlying geology 

• Proximity to potential recharge via existing drainage features 

• Potential inferred suitable geological structures 

• Distance along the alignment and proximity to existing bores 

• With respect to the sites visited, the sites selected lie within HPPL mineral tenements E45/4389, 
E45/3593, E45/4231, E45/3593 and E47/2044 

• Sites selected without a site visit were identified from satellite images. 
 

4.1 Proposed Groundwater Exploration Drilling Program 

It is assumed that this current site selection for drilling is to provide guidance for the final selection, 
drilling, construction, development and test pumping of production bore locations in the future. 
 
It is proposed that the groundwater exploration drilling program should consist of the following 
components: 

• The drilling should be undertaken using air percussion techniques (preferably conventional air 
percussion or RC drilling) with the drill hole diameter around 165mm. 

• Indicative drill depths should be to a target depth of approximately 60mbgl. Drilling could be 
terminated shallower if the geological sequence shows little potential for groundwater inflows . 

• Drill cutting samples should be collected in 1m intervals and geologically logged. 

• The depth at which groundwater is encountered should be recorded. 

• Airlift yields should be measured (bucket, V Notch or visual estimate) and recorded at the end of 
each drill rod (6m) or where an increase in groundwater inflow is observed. 

• Water quality (pH and electrical conductivity) should be measured from water samples taken at 
each 6m interval flow measurement. 

• A 1 litre, sediment free, water sample should be collected, labelled, stored and dispatched to a 
laboratory for a routine water analysis. 

• The drill holes should be completed with a UPVC casing string (20 or 25mm Class 9) to the full 
depth of the bore, slotted over the entire saturated thickness, with an end cap at the base of the 
casing. The annular space between the borehole and the casing should be backfilled with 
graded gravel pack. 

• The static water level should be measured and recorded on completion. 
 
Exploration water bores that yield more than 2L/s would warrant consideration for the drilling, 
construction and testing of production bores in the future. Future production bores should be drilled to 
accommodate 200mm Class 9 UPVC casing and gravel pack. 

4.2 Proposed Drillsite Locations 

Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1 provide details of the approximate locations for the groundwater exploration 
drilling program. The drill sites in Table 4-1 have been ranked with the lowest number being the higher 
priority site.  
 
Sites A, B, C and D are proposed sites that have not been ground truthed. 
 
Existing bores “The Brook” and MDWB0018 do not require groundwater exploration drilling as details 
already exist for these locations. Photos No 1 and 2 show these two bores. 
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Photo No 1: “The Brook” Bore and Tank.  

 

Photo No 2: Bore MDWB0018 Bore, Tank and Solar Panel  
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Table 4-1: Proposed Water Bore Drill Targets 

Site No 
Easting Northing Drill Target Comments Rank 

A 
700000 7577500 Alluvial over granite North of track on 

tributary of 
Coonarrie Creek 
L45/382 

 

B 
699350 7576000 Alluvial over granites 

Close to river bed 
South of track 
near Coonarrie 
Creek 
L45/382 

1 

Wpt004 
698140 7574850 Shallow alluvial, overlying 

basalt and chert, with granite at 
depth? 
Tumbiana Formation 

E45/4389 2 

Wpt005 
698340 7571365 Shallow alluvial, basalt sub 

crop, adjacent to minor 
drainage line, granites at 
depth? 
Tumbiana Formation 

E45/4389 1 

Wpt006 
698239 7570030 Shallow alluvial, basalt sub 

crop, change in lithology from 
Wpt05, adjacent small drainage 
line 
Tumbiana Formation? 

E45/4389 1 

Wpt008 
698000 7569170 Shallow alluvial, basalt sub 

crop, change in lithology from 
Wpt05, adjacent small drainage 
line 
Tumbiana Formation? 

E45/4389 
Western 
boundary 

1 

C 
694500 7565400 Basalt/granite? L45/381 1 

D 
694000 7564000 Basalt/granite? L45/381 1 

Wpt019 
691410 7560915 Contact zone basalt and quartz 

veining.  
Tumbiana Formation/Maddina 
Basalt 

E45/3593 3 

Wpt018 
690190 7558770 Contact Creek. Basalt with 

minor evidence of spring. 
Tumbiana Formation/Maddina 
Basalt 

E45/4231 
Farwicks Well 
some 750m to 
south 

1 

Wpt017 
687650 7558070 Shallow alluvial, Basalt near 

creek 
Maddina Basalt 

E45/4231 
 

1 

Wpt016 
687010 7557995 Shallow alluvial, Basalt near 

minor drainage.  
Maddina Basalt 

E45/4231 
 

3 

Wpt015 
685605 7557825 Shallow alluvial, Basalt just 

south of GNH.  
Maddina Basalt 

E45/4231 
 

1 

Wpt014 
684000 7557625 Shallow alluvial, Basalt near 

minor drainage 
Maddina Basalt 

E45/4231 
 

1 

Wpt013 
683440 7557830 Shallow alluvial, Basalt near 

weak drainage 
Low priority site  
Maddina Basalt 

E45/4231 
 

2 

MDWB0018 
680973 7556903 0-3m Calcrete 

3-9m Calcrete Basalt 
9-14m Weathered Basalt 

E45/3593 
Existing bore 
slightly south of 
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14 -24m Maddina Basalt fresh 
125mm diameter UPVC Cl12 
casing. 
SWL 12mbtc 
Airlift yield 0.6L/s 
Equipped with solar pump 

alignment 

Wpt012 
677835 7556595 Chert and shales. Drainage line 

Jeerinah Formation 
E45/3593 1 

Wpt011 
674330 7555425 Alluvial, Shales and cherts 

Minor creek line 
Jeerinah Formation 

E45/3593 1 

Wpt010 
674065 7555055 Shales and chert Jeerinah 

Formation. 
Drainage line to the south 

E45/3593 3 

Wpt009 
670930 7555445 Alluvial, Shales and cherts 

Minor creek line 
Jeerinah Formation. 

E45/3593 2 

The Brook 
  Alluvial fan on south draining 

creek 
Exist Bore, 41m deep. 200mm 
diameter UPVC casing 
Equipped with solar pump 

E45/2044 
Existing bore 
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Figure 4-1: Proposed Groundwater Exploration Drillsite Locations 
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following conclusions have been determined from the site visit and desktop study:  

• A total of 19 drill targets have been identified along the Option K rail alignment . 

• All proposed drill locations are targeting fractured rock aquifers, primarily the weathered, 
oxidised bedrock horizon. 

• Anticipated airlift yields during drilling of the water exploration bores is anticipated to be modest 
to low (1-5L/s). 

• Much of the alignment is located along the watershed, so recharge to the aquifer is likely to be 
relatively low, however the large relatively flat (crabhole country) areas in the central southern 
part of the alignment may capture much of the recharge reporting to those areas. 

• The greatest potential for modest groundwater yields appears to be in the area around “The 
Brook” and potentially site B (near Coonarrie Creek). 

• Many of the bore sites lie near or close to the groundwater and surface water divides. 

• Depth to water is likely to be between 5 and 25mbgl, deeper generally higher in the topography. 

• Water quality is expected to be fresh to brackish.  
 
The following recommendations are provided: 

• Drilling of the groundwater exploration bores should be carried out using RC or conventional 
percussion techniques at a diameter of approximately 165mm.  

• Drilling of the exploration bores should be to a nominal depth of 60m or until the geology 
indicates the formation is unlikely to generate additional groundwater inflows. 

• Geological logging of the drill cuttings and documentation of airlift yields and water quality 
should be undertaken during the drilling of the bore. 

• All the groundwater exploration drill sites should be completed with a 20 or 25mm diameter 
Class 9 UPVC casing string to the full depth of the drill  hole, with slots over the entire saturated 
horizon. Gravel pack should be introduced into the annular space between the drill  hole and 
casing string back to the surface to allow monitoring of water levels to be observed.  

• After the completion of the groundwater exploration program, bore sites that have observed 
airlift yields greater than 2L/s should be considered as suitable locations for future rail 
construction water supply production bores. 

• A 26D and subsequent 5C groundwater licences will be required to undertake the drilling and 
testing of the production bores. The drilling of the groundwater exploration bores currently does 
not require a 26D licence from the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation. 

• Careful planning is required prior to siting and drilling the final production bores to ensur e the 
bores are located in both accessible locations to the rail construction contractor and away from 
the major earthmoving activities. 

• Future water supply production bores should be drilled to accommodate 200mm Class 9 UPVC 
casing. The bores should be test pumped for at least 24 hours to determine potential sustainable 
yield. Multiple production bores may be required in some areas to provide the required water 
supply requirements. 

• Existing modest yielding production bore PB195 (10L/s), along with low yielding bores PB191 
(2L/s) and PB190 (1L/s) are located to the east of the proposed railroad alignment, and along 
the Roy Hill Project railroad near the proposed junction of the two railroads at the 185km 
chainage, and could be pumped to the hub area near the 185km chainage location. 

• Temporary pipelines and transfer pumping may be required to provide sufficient groundwater 
supplies for construction purpose to some areas of the alignment.  

 


